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Abstract: In this work we demonstrate the potential of using an automated cell viability ana-
lyzer for developing high-throughput screening of orthopedic bioactive materials. We used a
biomaterial of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)-based composite integrated with hydroxyapatite/
polymethyl methacrylate (HA/PMMA) with controlled physical and chemical properties to
evaluate the usefulness of morphometric analysis in conjunction with trypan blue dye exclu-
sion assays in MG63 cell cultures. The MG63 cell line, derived from human bone osteo -
sarcoma, is often used as a model for studying osteoblast-like cellular response to bioactive
materials for orthopedic surgery. The viability analyzer, Vi-CELLTM XR, Beckman Coulter,
was used with trypan blue dye exclusion method in cell suspensions obtained after
trypsinization along with determining the distribution plots of cell diameter and circularity,
which are critical cellular characteristics. In addition, the activity of alkaline phosphatase
(ALP), a typical representation of osteogenic activity of osteoblasts, was also measured
spectro photometrically using p-nitrophenol phosphate as the substrate. Comparative analysis
of the frequency histogram of average cell diameter and circularity allowed for the analyses
of significant alterations in cell morphology not only over time in control cultures (spherical
vs. a flat morphology) but also with respect to PMMA and HA nanocomposites. After cell
exposure to HA/PMMA/CNTs, a shift toward loss of cell circularity was observed. The
appearances of more differentiated morphologic features were well correlated with the
increase of secreted ALP activity. In conclusion, the evaluation of material-induced changes
of cell morphology could represent a valuable prescreening test for bioactive properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology introduces new carbon-based material, for example, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
graphene. CNTs, because of their small dimensions and high aspect ratio, exhibit exceptional physical
and chemical properties [1–12]. No other material can compete with their outstanding combination of
mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties, which make them an outstanding reinforcement mate-
rial for composites [4–7]. The ideal reinforcement material would impart mechanical integrity to the
composite at high loadings, without diminishing its bioactivity. Moreover, CNTs have already been
employed in the mechanics of materials domain for decades because of their high strength, which
makes them ideal for a variety of applications including polymeric composite systems. Their successes
in vivo though have been inhibited by physiological challenges as the promise of introducing pristine
nonfunctionalized CNTs in polymer matrixes has been limited because this type of nanomaterial is
practically insoluble and can accumulate in cells, organs, and tissues with dangerous effects. This prob-
lem has been overcome, however, by chemically modifying the surfaces of the CNTs, which addresses
the solubility challenges in most solvents and polymers.

However, the development of bioactive materials for orthopedic surgery has created a bottleneck
in testing in vivo biocompatibility where in vitro examination of cellular proliferation and differentia-
tion could provide a valuable first-step screening method. Many materials that meet the safety criterion
do not often meet the efficacy criteria in terms of cellular response [13], which often portends to poor
results in compatibility later in testing. Sequential rounds of optimization of the material properties are
required before a recommendation for human use is made owing to the significant cost for in vivo stud-
ies. The goal of in vitro assays is fast and low-cost screening of materials early in the discovery process.
Toxicity evaluation of materials represents one of the first steps of optimization procedures. One direc-
tion for this approach is to use trypan blue dye exclusion, which is one of the most common early-round
tests for use in toxicity tests. Automatic cell viability analyzers, like the Beckman Coulter Vi-CELL
series, not only automate cell viability testing but also provide cell morphometric analysis of millions
of individual cells in a few minutes. In this work we demonstrate the potential utility of cell viability
determination using automatic cell viability analyzers [14] for developing high-throughput screening of
orthopedic bioactive materials.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Preparation of the bone cement composite biomaterial

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) (purity >95 %, Nanocyl-3150)-based composite integrated
with hydroxyapatite-polymethyl methacrylate (HA/PMMA) with controlled physical and chemical
properties has been prepared as previously described [15]. MWCNTs, with lengths of 1–5 μm and
diameters of 5–10 nm, were functionalized by acid treatment and dispersed by ultra-sonication in an
aqueous suspension containing the bone cement powder and HA. The suspension was granulated by the
freeze-granulation technique and dried by lyophilization. Bone cement samples were prepared by mix-
ing the composite powder with the polymerizing liquid [16]. This procedure allows the preparation of
homogeneous mixtures of MWCNTs and HA in the PMMA matrix [15,17]. The final concentration of
MWCNTs in the composite matrix was 0.1 % (w/w). Figure 1A discusses the two-step procedure for
the preparation of bone cement by Freeze-granulation technique. Figure 1B shows a field emission-
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of a 0.1 % MWCNT-reinforced PMMA/HA nano -
composite material. The inset shows typical load–displacement curves of nanoindentations made at a
peak indentation load of 10 mN on PMMA/HA nanocomposites with various amounts of MWCNT.
From the indentation plot it is clear that 0.1 % MWCNTs reinforced PMMA/HA nanocomposite per-
forms best mechanical properties.
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Cell culture

MG63 cells were seeded at 1.5 × 105 cells ml–1 on polystyrene culture plates or on disk-shaped com-
posites and grown in Alpha Minimum Essential Medium containing 10 % fetal bovine serum, 2.5 μg/ml
fungizone, 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin, and 85 μg/ml gentamicin [18]. Media were changed every
2–3 days, and the cultures were maintained at 37 °C in humidified atmosphere containing 5 % CO2.

Analysis of cell cultures

MG63 cell monolayers were detached from the culture plates and dissociated by applying 0.25 %
trypsin with EDTA�4Na. The cell suspensions were collected and analyzed using a viability analyzer,
Vi-CELLTM XR, Beckman Coulter [17]. Cellular morphometric parameters (cell diameter and circu-
larity), cell concentration, and viability were determined after staining with trypan blue. In addition, the
activity of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) was evaluated in the supernatant medium collected from indi-
vidual wells of the culture plates prior to trypsinization of cell monolayers [19]. The activity of the
secreted enzyme was measured spectrophotometrically at 410 nm, using 15 mM p-nitrophenol phos-
phate as the substrate in alkaline reaction medium (pH 10.3) containing 2.5 mM MgCl2, at 37 °C.

PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND USEFULNESS

The dynamic process of bone remodeling consists mainly of resorption and formation that involves the
activity of osteoclasts and osteoblasts. This activity is accompanied by functional and structural alter-
ations at the cellular level that gives bone its mature structure [20]. The MG63 cell line, derived from
human bone osteosarcoma [18], is often used as model for studying osteoblast-like cellular response to
bioactive materials for orthopedic surgery. CNT-based composite integrated with HA/PMMA-CNTs
with controlled physical and chemical properties were used to investigate the response of osteoblast to
biomaterials and evaluate the potential of morphometric analysis in conjunction with trypan blue dye
exclusion assays in MG63 cell cultures. These results would assist in understanding the utility of this
approach in bone biocompatibility.

The trypan blue dye exclusion assays showed that cell viability remained almost unchanged dur-
ing 18 days when culturing under control conditions (95.0 ± 0.1 %; n = 2875 images) as well as when
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Fig. 1 Preparation of bio-nanocomposite-based bone cement. (A) The two-step procedure for the preparation of
bone cement by Freeze-granulation technique. (B) FE-SEM image of a 0.1 % MWCNT-reinforced PMMA/HA
nanocomposite material. Inset shows typical load–displacement curves of nanoindentations made at a peak
indentation load of 10 mN on PMMA/HA nanocomposites with various amounts of MWCNT.
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Fig. 2 Characterization of MG63 cell cultures over time using a viability analyzer Vi-CELL XR, Beckman Coulter.
(A) Representative real-time images of cell populations under control conditions (polystyrene) and when cultured
with HA/PMMA-CNTs. Viable cells excluded uptake of trypan blue while nonviable cells appeared darker, as
indicated by the black arrow. (B) Cell viability of MG63 cell cultures remained very high during an 18-day
incubation period. Experimental data are expressed as the percentage of viable cells with respect to the total number
of cells in each image; the data points represent the cell viability values (mean ± S.E.) for each experimental
condition (○, polystyrene; �, HA/PMMA-CNTs). (C) Morphometric characteristics of MG63 cells during culture
as revealed by the relative frequencies (measured as a percentage) of the average viable cell diameter and circularity
observed in days 0 (gray bars), 2, 5, and 18 after cell seeding in polystyrene (white bars) and in HA/PMMA-CNTs
(black bars). The experiments were conducted in quadruplicate, with each experimental condition evaluated for at
least 200 images. The images were captured using a Vi-CELL XR video imaging system for analyzing cells in
suspension, and the data correspond to a total number of analyzed cells of 65381 (control) and 7102 (HA/PMMA-
CNTs).



MG63 cells were cultured on HA/PMMA-CNTs (84.6 ± 0.2 %; n = 2101 images) (Figs. 2A,B).
Simultaneously, an analysis of the frequency histogram of average cell diameter and circularity
(√4

—
A/
—

π
—

/P/π, where A and P represent the pixel cell area and perimeter, respectively) was also con-
ducted. The results over the duration of the culturing conditions revealed significant alterations in cell
morphology in control cultures when compared to the HA/PMMA-CNT material (Fig. 2C). The MG63
cell cultures were mainly viable with an average cell diameter concentrated in two major size groups of
12.93 ± 0.09 and 19.93 ± 0.04 μm (n = 65 381 cells). Over time, however, during the cell culture, there
was a shift in the two size group populations as the proportion shifted significantly toward smaller cells.
Concomitantly, a loss of cell circularity was also observed, suggesting an early turn-on of the morpho-
metric profile toward smaller cells when cell cultures were in contact with HA/PMMA-CNTs. In addi-
tion, since secreted ALP is often used to monitor osteoblast maturation [21], we used this to investigate
the behavior of the MG63 cells. Figure 3 clearly shows that the appearance of more differentiated mor-
phologic features in the presence of HA/PMMA-CNTs (Figs. 3A,B), which appeared to support the
results, showing that the HA/PMMA-CNTs induced an increase in secreted ALP activity (Fig. 3C).

CONCLUSION

This paper highlights the issues relating to the in vitro evaluation of toxicity and bioactivity of CNTs-
based composite integrated with HA/PMMA with controlled physical and chemical properties as a test
case. There is a growing consensus that the complexity of these issues requires a multidisciplinary
approach to increase the tailoring efficiency of new materials for orthopedic applications that includes
physical scientists and biomedical and toxicologists among other specialists. Interestingly, in the design
of biomaterials, optimization of the mechanical behavior usually comes first and concerns about its bio-
compatibility and cellular activity come afterwards. This approach unfortunately often leads to unde-
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Fig. 3 Temporal evolution of morphometric characteristics of MG63 cells and secreted ALP activity. Time course
data analysis of the average viable cell diameter (A), the mode of cell circularity (B), and secreted ALP (C) of
MG63 cells seeded with polystyrene (○) and HA/PMMA-CNTs (�). The HA/PMMA-CNTs induced an increase
of secreted ALP activity, which appeared correlated with the alterations of cell morphometric characteristics. A
faster decrease of the average viable cell diameter and a sharp decline of the circularity values in response to contact
with HA/PMMA-CNTs while the ratio between the values of ALP on HA/PMMA-CNTs vs. the polystyrene
surface was observed to increase over time. Experimental data are expressed as mean ± S.E. of 4 independent
assays performed at least in duplicate.



sirable results and can be linked to the lack of information embedded in cellular responses early in the
discovery process.

Over the past decade, research and development of novel materials for orthopedic applications has
turned from nontoxic, relatively bio-inert, and mechanically appropriate materials to bioactive materi-
als that actively interact and integrate with bone tissue. Thereby, current evaluation of the cellular
response to new tailored biomaterials represents an expensive and very time-consuming process, which
involves performing many biological endpoint assays. In the context of orthopedic applications along
with evaluation of the safety of materials for biomedical devices, evaluation of their osteoinductivity,
osteogenicity, and osteoconductivity is mandatory. Briefly, it is essential to determine the ability of bio-
materials to induce cell differentiation and the cell capability to produce a collagen matrix when in con-
tact with biomaterials, in addition to demonstrate the biomaterial capability to support cell attachment
and to provide an interconnected structure through which new cells can migrate. To monitor osteo -
inductivity, osteogenicity, and osteoconductivity, gene expression profiling technologies for analyzing
panels of genes and quantification of phenotype markers by immunocytochemistry combined with
sophisticated microscopy techniques are required. 

From a biological perspective, broadening the evaluation of tissue/material interactions at the first
steps of optimization procedures will permit the improvement of design criteria significantly.
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